distinguishable players are randomly fitted with a white or black hat, where the probabilities of getting a white or black hat may be different, but known and the same to all the players. All players guess simultaneously the color of their own hat observing only the hat colors of the other − 1 players. The team wins if all players guess right. No communication of any sort is allowed, except for an initial strategy session before the game begins. Our goal is to maximize the probability of winning the game and to describe optimal strategies.
1
Introduction. Hat puzzles were formulated at least since Martin Gardner's 1961 article [8] . They have got an impulse by Todd Ebert in his Ph.D. thesis in 1998 [6] . Ebert's hat problem: All players guess simultaneously the color (white or black) of their own hat observing only the hat colors of the other − 1 players. It is also allowed for each player to pass: no color is guessed. The team wins if at least one player guesses his hat color correctly and none of the players has an incorrect guess. Ebert's hat problem with = 2 − 1 players is solved in [7] , using Hamming codes, and with = 2 players in [5] using extended Hamming codes. Lenstra and Seroussi [15] show that in Ebert's Hat Game, playing strategies are equivalent to binary covering codes of radius one. Ebert's asymmetric version (where the probabilities of getting a white or black hat may be different) is studied in [18] , [19] , [20] . In this paper distinguishable players are randomly fitted with a white or black hat, where the probabilities of getting a white or black hat ( respectively ; + = 1 ) may be different, but known and the same to all the players. All players guess simultaneously the color of their own hat observing only the hat colors of the other − 1 players. The team wins if all players guess his or her hat color correctly. An initial strategy session is allowed. Our goal is to maximize the probability of winning the game and to describe optimal strategies.
2
Lower bound on maximal winning probability A modification of the procedure used in [18] leads directly to a lower bound on maximal winning probability. We also present strategies to obtain the lower bound probabilities. The persons in our game are distinguishable, so we can label them from 1 to . Each possible configuration of the white (code 0) and black (code 1) hats can be represented by an element of = { … | ∈ {0,1}, = 1,2. . , } . The Scode represents what the different players see. Player sees binary code . .
. . with decimal value = ∑ . 2 + ∑ . 2 . Each player has to make a choice (independent of all other players) out of two possibilities: 0='guess white' and 1='guess black'. We define a decision matrix = , where ∈ {1,2, . . , } (players); ∈ {0,1, . . , 2 − 1} (Scode of one player); , {0,1}. The meaning of , is: player i sees Scode j and takes decision , (guess white or guess black). We observe the total probability (sum) of our guesses. Any choice of the , in the decision matrix determines which CASES have a positive contribution to sum (a GOOD CASE) and which CASES don't contribute positive to sum (a BAD CASE).
We define 0-parity of a CASE as the parity of the number of zero's in that CASE.
To obtain a lower bound on maximal winning probability, we consider two strategies: all GOOD CASES having even 0-parity and all GOOD CASES having odd 0-parity.
The probabilities are ∑ (even 0-parity) and ∑ (odd 0-parity).
We have: ∑ − ∑ = ( − ) .
Using ∑ + ∑ = ( + ) = 1, we obtain:
lower bound on maximal winning probability when < or is even:
; strategy: even 0-parity, lower bound on maximal winning probability when > and is odd: ∑ = ( ) ; strategy: odd 0-parity, lower bound on maximal winning probability when = : ; strategy: all players odd 0-parity or all players even 0-parity.
So we have: lower bound on maximal winning probability:
3 Optimal solution when N=1,2,3,4. In this section we'll show that when N=1,2,3,4 the optimal winning probabilities equals the lower bound probabilities. In this section we suppose > , which is no restriction:
 when < then we interchange and in the maximal probabilities; optimal strategy is: even 0-parity  when = then the optimal strategies for > and < are both optimal
We focus on player ( =1,2,.., ). Each , = 0 has a counterpart , = 1 and vice versa: use the flipping procedure in position : CASE … … → CASE . . .1 − . . . . When we have a GOOD CASE with probability ( = 0,1, . . , ) , then this single CASE erases (by a single bit flip) BAD CASES, each with probability and − BAD CASES, each with probability . In short: erases of and − of .
Optimal solution when N=1.
( ) = which agrees with the evident optimal strategy: always guess a white hat (odd 0-parity).
Optimal solution when N=2.
When is part of the optimal solution, then 2 is erased and the local maximum is + . When is part of the optimal solution, then and are erased and the local maximum is 2 . When is part of the optimal solution, then 2 is erased and the local maximum is + .
Maximal winning probability is + , this agrees with Optimal strategy: guess the color you see (even 0-parity).
Optimal solution when N=3.
We concentrate on and .
a. and both in optimal solution: 3 and 3 are erased; local maximum is + b.
and (not ) in optimal solution: 3 is erased; + ; local maximum is + 3 c. (not ) and in optimal solution:
+ ; local maximum is 3 + d. (not ) and (not ) in optimal solution: + ; =001 erases 101 and 011. Any other (010 or 100) erases one extra , so we have:
Local maximum is 3
Maximal winning probability is + 3 , this agrees with
Optimal strategy: odd 0-parity. 
Local maximum is 4 + 4
Maximum winning probability is + 6 + , this agrees with ( ) .
Optimal strategy: even 0-parity.
4
Hats: Nothing. Until now we were interested in perfect guessing: all players must guess correct. In this section we demand the opposite: all players must guess wrong. The theory of (lower bound) maximal winning probabilities stays the same, but the optimal strategy is now: use the strategy in 'all players guess right', followed by a bit flip.
